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This paper proves the existence of a hierarchy of languages which is properly 
contained in the context sensitive languages and which starts with the context-free 
family. The hierarchy is defined inductively by controlling labeled linear grammars 
with languages in one family to yield languages in the next larger family. The families 
of the hierarchy have properties analogous to those of the context-free family, in 
particular decidability properties are the same and on one symbol alphabets, member 
languages are regular. The geometric pumping lemma within the context-free languages 
generalizes toyield analogous results for the other families. In fact, this latter property 
is responsible for the existence of the hierarchy. 
In this paper we shall establish the existence of a hierarchy of languages, which is 
properly contained in the family of context-sensitive languages and whose first family 
coincides with the family of context-free languages. One may think of the context-free 
languages as being able to "count" to 2 and no more. Analogously, one may think of 
the ith family of this hierarchy as the collection of languages that can count to 2 i+1 
but no more. Decidabil ity properties are again analogous to those of the family of 
context-free languages. In a strong sense, the hierarchy places the context-free 
languages in their natural setting and distinguishes clearly between the nature of the 
context sensitivity of anbnc n and that of a ~ where p is a prime. 
DEFINITION 1. A labeled grammar G = (V, 27, a, P,L)  is a five-tuple where 
G = (V, X, a, P)  is a grammar, and L is a set of symbols (labels), each production 
being labeled by an element of L (i.e., a single valued map f romL onto P is assumed). 
A labeled production is denoted by h o~ ~ u, and we write u =~ v to mean v is derived 
from u using the production l. The notation u *~ v extends u =~z v in the usual 
manner. We assume V, Z, L are mutually disjoint. 
* This research was done as part of the author's dissertation atthe University of Iowa. 
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DEFINITION 2. A controlled grammar is a pair -~ = (G, A), where G is a labeled 
grammar and A is a language with alphabet he label set of G (i.e., A _CL*). The 
language derived by .~ is denoted by L(.~) and defined to be 
L(.~) ~ {x ~ 27* l cr *~ x where ~r ~ A}. 
7r 
EXAMPLE 1. A linear grammar G and a linear control set A, yield a non-context- 
free L(.~), where .~ = (G, A). 
Let G be the labeled linear grammar with productions 
l 2 : o~ --> a~b 
Let A be the linear language {lfl~12'~ls I n >~ 1}. Then, 
ot ~r anbnc n, 
and = I n /> 1}. I 
The following is the central definition of this paper. 
DEFINITION 3. Let 
Define 
be the collection of labeled linear grammars, 
J be the collection of context free languages. 
Vi = 0, 1, 2,..., inductively as follows 
Zeo = : ,  
= ~e/L#~_l, Vi = 1, 2, 3 ..... 
where .~r 1 ~ {L(.~) [ 0~ = (G, A) and G ~ .LP, A E ~-1}. 
LWMMA 1. For all i = O, 1, 2,..., ~ is closed under finite substitution. 
Proof. By induction on i. For i = 0, this is obvious since .W o is the collection of 
context-free languages, and the result is well known for this family. Assume the 
assertion is true for .~q, i 0/> 0 and let K c ooze0+ t . Then K = L(.~), where 
.~ = (G, A), G ~ 009 ~and A ~ ~o"  
If G = (V, 27, a, P, L), and M,  is the finite set of words to be substituted for the 
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occurrences of a and if h o~ --+ ala 2 ... arflblb2 "" b s ~ P, then replace such a production 
by the finite set of productions 
{Iraa~n,,, . . . .  a ,,blmb;..,nb, : O~ --* malma "" mafimblmb~ '' '  mbo}, 
where 
ma i ~ ma~ , mb i ~ Mb~ , 
thus obtaining a new labeled linear grammar G'. Also modify A by substituting for 
each l, the new labels introduced above, to obtain A' .  Since A ~ .LP/o and by the 
inductive hypothesis .o--~0 is closed under finite substitution, it follows that A'  ~ s 
Hence by definition, 
L(.~') ~ ~P~0+x where -@' = (G', A'). 
It is also clear that L(-~') is the language obtained by substituting M~ for each 
occurrence of a in some word in L(.~). Hence, the lemma is true for all i = 0, 1, 2,.... 
! 
LEMMA 2. For all i = 0, 1, 2,..., s is closed under concatenation by a finite set. 
Proof. By induction on i. It is clear for i = 0, since .W o is the family of context-free 
languages. Assume the assertion is true for ~.qfi0 i o/> 0, and let K e .o9~,.0+ 1 . Then, 
K ---- L(.~), where .~ = (G, A), G ~ .Lf, A E -Lfio. 
Let G = (V, 27, ~, P ,L ) ,  and let F be the finite set. Let o' be a new start symbol. 
Let P '  be the productions consisting of the productions P together with the set 
{i/: ~'--+fa [ f cF} ,  or the set {b : a'---~ ,~f]fEF} if the concatenation is to be on 
the right. Let vL be the set of labels introduced, and let 
G' = (V  w (7', ZU SF,  (/, P ' , L  k) vL), 
where SF  is the set of symbols that occur in the words of F. Let A' = I, LA  (or LI~A 
if the concatenation is to be on the right). By the inductive hypothesis, A' E Xr176 and 
it is clear that if .~' = (G', A'), then L(.~') = FL(.~). Furthermore, since G' is linear 
and A' E ~/0'  we have FL(.~) ~ ~f/0+l 9 Hence the assertion of the lemma is true for 
all i >/0.  Similarly, for right concatenation. |
LEMMA 3. For all i = O, 1, 2 ..... s is closed under intersection with a regular set. 
Proof. For i = 0, *LPo is the family of context-free languages and the result is 
known for this family. Assume i 0 /> 0 and let K e .o~,.0§ 1 . Then K ----L(.~), where 
.~ = (G, A), G ~ f a, A E .Lfio. Let R = (S, 27, 6, So, F) be a finite state acceptor 
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and let G = (V, Z, ~, P ,L) .  We shall assume that the productions of P have one of 
the following forms: 
l: ~---~ afi 
l:o~---~fla} a, f l~V,  aeZ 
l: a---~ r 
l :~[3 .  
Clearly, this is not a restriction since, if, say a production of P has the form h a --+ aflbc, 
one replaces uch a production by the productions 
ll : et---~ afll 
ls : [31 -~ [3~c 
to modify P and modifies A be substituting 1112l z for l. 
We now define .~' = (G', A'), where G' ~ s and A' ~ .o~Pq such thatL(.~') = K o R. 
Let G' = (V' ,  Z, a', P ' , L ' )  where P'  is defined by: 
hsot: o' --~ (so, ~, f )  E P'  iff 
~r is the start symbol of G, 
s o is the start state of R, 
f is a final state of R; 
lss: (s, a, s) ~ E ~ P!  iff 
l: a---~ r ~P  and s6S;  
lsU: (s, a, t) -+  a(u, [3, t) ~ P '  iff 
l: a -+ a/3 ~ P and 3(s, a) = u; 
l"t~: (s, a, t) --+ (s, [3, u)a E P '  iff 
l: a ~ [3a E P and 3(u, a) = t; 
lsU: (s, a, t) -+ (s, [3, t) e P '  iff 
l: a--~ [3 ~ P and s, t e S. 
Let V' consist of exactly the variables that appear in some production of P', (hence 
v 'c_s  • v • su{~'}). 
L' consists of exactly the labels that appear in some production of P'. 
Let A' = H.z/where H is the set of symbols that label productions starting with or', 
and where t / i s  obtained from A by substituting for each l that appears in some 
production of P, the corresponding set {l "t~} of the labels of the productions in P'. 
We note that A' ~ .LPq, since A is in s162 and by the previous lemmas. 
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We show L(.~') = L(.~) n R. 
Let  x cL(.~) n R; a product ion of the form l: ~ --+ a~ will be written as l: ot - -+  al~b 1 
where it is implicit ly assumed b 1 = ~. Similarly, l: ~ ~ ]3b I wil l  be wr i t ten as 
l: o~ --+ a~b 1 and a t assumed equal ~. Since x ~L(.,~) c~ R we have a derivation 
o" =>t~ alo"*bz ~ ata~r~b~b* =>t~ "'" ~t. axa~ ... an~rnb n "'" b~b 1
=> a ,a  z "'" anb n "'" bab 1 = x, 
/n+l 
where 
Let  
Hence,  
either 
or  
a i ,  bi ~ s U {E), Vi = 1,..., n, 
l l l~ lz" " / - l -+x  ~ A, 
~(so, a la  2 "" a~b~ "" babl) = t 1 ~F. 
si = 8(Si_x, a3, 
t ,  = 3(s , ,  bn), 
t 5 = 3(t~+t, b~), 
i = 1, 2,..., n, 
j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n - -  1. 
c /~1 (so, o" t l) '  which will derive 
a l (s , ,  o",, tx) if b, = E 
i~otitl 
=> (So,Cq, t~)b 1 if a I=E .  
Now, if b 1 = e, then t 1 = t 2 ; and if a I = E, then s o = $1 (by the definition of the 
accepting sequence of states). Hence, in either case 
o'  =~ (So, a, tl) ~ al(s 1 , o" 1 , t2) b l ,  
Similarly, arguing as above step at a t ime, we can simulate the original derivation 
to obtain 
o"' h~t (so, o" tl) z~.h~.  al(sl, o"1, t~) b I =~ ala2(sz , o"2, ts) b~bl 
~1f2t8 
:~ "'" :~ ala2 "'" an-l(Sn-1, o".-1, t . )  bn_ 1 "" b2b 1 
* axa~""  an(sn,  o",~, sn) bn""  b2bl 
axa2 "'" a .b .  ... b~bl = x. 
Z%~n 
n+l 
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Since also 1113... l n+ l  G 21, we have 
hsotalsotxt~ISlt2t3 SnSn , 
"1 "2 " ' "  ln+l  9 A 9 
Hence L( .~)  r3 R C_L(~' ) .  
Conversely, let x GL(~' ) .  Then o' *~, x where ~' G A ' .  Hence, ~r' = h*0~ar? where 
r7 G ti; s o is the initial state of R, t~ is a final state of R, and h*oh: o' -+ (so, o, fi), 
where o is the start symbol of 6/. 
Now the above derivation expanded has the form 
o.' ~mOtl:=> (so,  o, t l )  ,~ ' ,  al(Sl , Ol , t2) b I ~1=~1,3 alaz(s2 , o2 , t3) b~b 1 
=> .. .  => a la  2 ...  an_l(Sn_l  , crn-1, tn) bn-1 "" b~b 1 
=> ata~ "" an(sn , on,  tn+l) bn "" b2bl 
a la  2 "" a,,b,~ "" b2b: . 
18nBn n+l 
Note .  Since the last step must have erased a variable, it follows that s~ : tn+l, 
8~$ nhence the last label is ln+ : .  
Now from the steps individually we conclude 
l i : o i_:  --~ ai~ibe G P V i  = 1,.. . ,  n + 1 
where o 0 = o, a~+ 1 = on+ 1 : b~+: e and I aibi I ~ l ,  V i  = 1,.. . ,  n, and the 
existence of states 
So, Sl ,..., sn , tn+l , tn ,...,  t l  , 
where 
8(S i _ l ,  a i )  = S i i = 1,..., n 
8(ti+:, bi) = t~ i = 1,..., n, 
and by the preceding note that sn = tn+l 9 
Furthermore, since 77 9 ~i we have 
l:l~ "" In+ 1 G .d.  
Now since the states satisfy the above relations we have 
8(s o , ala2 "'" a~bn "'" b2b:) = tl which is a final state, 
hence a la  2 ...  anb,~ "'" b2bl G R ,  i.e., x 9 R. 
Also 
o *~ x, hence x 9 L(.~) 
1112" " In+ 1 
and L(.~) c3 R 3_ L(.~'). Clearly L(.~') 9 ~0+: ,  which completes the proof. | 
57:/8/2-3 
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The preceding proof is a modification of a proof given by A. C. Fleck for the fact 
that linear languages intersected with regular sets, yield linear languages. 
DEFINITION 4. Let L t and L~ be any languages. We define Lx[La, the quotient of 
L 1 with respect o L~, to be 
L1/L 2 ~ {x [ for some y c 52, xy 6 51}. 
LEMMA 4. For each i -- 0, 1, 2,..., ~e~ is closed under quotients with respect to 
regular sets. 
Proof. Let K 6 ~ and R be any regular set, let the alphabet of K be 271, i.e., 
K_C ZI*. Let 273 ---- {a' [ a ~ Z1} and let f be the finite substitution f (a)  = {a, a'}. 
Consider K s = Z2*R ~f (K) .  Let h be the homomorphism defined by h(a) = a and 
h(a') = a for all a in 271- Now K/R  = h(K2). Since -~i is closed under finite 
substitution and intersection with a regular set, K/R  E 0o~ i . | 
LEMMA 5. For each i : O, 1, 2,..., .Z'i is closed under gsm mappings. 
Proof. Since ~8/is closed under finite substitution and intersection with regular 
set, the result follows (see for definition and proof, [5, Lemma 9.3]). | 
LEMMA 6. For each i : 0, 1, 2,..., ~_C "~fli+l" 
Proof. Let A ~ ~ and let # be a new symbol. Since 0~ is closed under 
concatenation by a finite set we have A# ~ ~/ .  Let 27 be the alphabet of A. Let 
G = ({a}, Z, o, P, 27 u {#}) be the labeled linear grammar where P is given by 
a: a --* aa, Va ~ Z, 
# " (; - -~  E. 
Let .~ ---- (G, A#). Clearly A = L(.~) ~ ~f/+l. | 
DEFINITION 5. Let G = (V, X, a, P, L) be a labeled grammar, define 
C(G) ---- {=cL* Io  *~ x~Z*}. 
C(G) is called the derivational complexity of G. 
Remark. It is known, see [1] or [3], that if G is a labeled ultralinear grammar 
then C(G) is regular. 
NORMAL FORM THEOREM. For each i = 0, 1, 2,..., lfL(.~) e ~ where .~ = (G, A), 
then there exists a .~' = (G', A') such that L(.~) -- (X u {E}) = L(.~') e ~ and G" 
has strictly length increasing rules, X being the alphabet of G. 
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Proof. The theorem is well known for context-free languages, hence assume 
i > 0. Let G = (V, z~, ~r, P ,L) ,  and n = I V[ (eardinality of V). 
Step 1. Let A 1 = A n C(G), G~ = G and .~ = (Gx, A~). Then since A e ~_ ,  
and ~/_t is closed under intersection with regular sets, we have A 1 ~ .~a~_~. Clearly 
also L(.~I) = L(.~). 
Step 2. Remove from P all productions of the form l: o~ ~ ~; o~ ~ V. Denote 
the remaining set by Pz and let G 2 = (V, 27, a , /2 ,  L). Define the finite substitution 
f ( l )  = {,} if l: a ~ a ~ P andf( l)  = {1} otherwise. Let A 2 = f (A t ) ,  and *~2 = (G2, A,). 
Claim, L(.~2) = L( .~ I )  and A 2 ___ C(G2). For let x ~L(.~), then a *~ x where ~r ~ A t . 
Clearly o ~( , )  x and x~L(.~2). Let y~L(32)  , then a ~r y where ~r~A t .  
Since zr ~ A 1 we have rr ~ C(G), hence a *~ z ~ X*. Clearly a *~r z, and since 
in a controlled derivation of a linear grammar every control string derives a unique 
string, it follows z = y. Hence a *~, y and y ~ L(.~t). Thus L(.~) = L(.~2). Now let 
rr' e d2 ,  then zr' = f(rr) where ~r ~ A 1 . Hence a ~,  x ~ X*, but (r ~ .,=~(.) x. Thus 
rr' ~ C(Gz) and A 2 _C C(G~). 
Step 3. For i=3 ,4 , . . . ,n+ 1 in this order, define G i=G2 and let Ai be 
obtained from Ai_ t by replacing each substring IiI ~ ... li-1 of length i --  1 by ~, if 
gqq...q_t ot for some o~ ~ V. Clearly a gsm can accomplish this modification, (note 
our gsm's are nondeterministic). Let -~i = (G i ,A i ) ,  then L(.~i_l)-----L(.~t) 
Vi = 3,..., n + 1 and A i C_ C(Gi). To see this denote the appropriate gsm mapping 
byf .  Let x ~L(.~_I), then o *~ x where rr ~ Ai_ t . Then o *~I(~,) x, hence L(.~i_l)C 
L(.~i). Now let y ~L(.~i) , then a ~f(~) y where lr ~ Ai_ 1 . But A~_ 1 C C(Gi_I) , hence 
a *~ z. But then a ~I(~) z, thus y = z. Hence a ~y  and y ~L(.~i_l). Clearly also 
A i C C(Gi). With the completion of step 3, we obtain An+ 1 with strings which generate 
no trivial loops. That is if c~ *=>~ where a ~ V, then ,r is not a substring of any word 
in An+l. 
Step 4. Eliminate from strings of An+ 1 segments of the form lll ~ ... lj such that 
cx *~l~,...b fi where cz,/3 ~ V and 2 ~<j ~< [ V[ - -  1. Set j  = [ V] --  1. 
LABL I :  I f ( j<2)  GOTOStep5.  
Set B = {lll 2 "" l~ [ c~ *~q~...z~ fl where ~, fl ~ V} 
LABL3: I f  (B is not empty) GO TO LABL2. 
Set j  = j - -  1. 
GO TO LABL1. 
LABL2: Let l l l2"" l~ be a specific element in B. Let h(l l ,  l, ,..., lj) be a new 
label and h(l l ,  l 2 ,...,/j): a--*/3 be a new production where c~ *~hz ...~j ft. 
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Let f be a gsm mapping which replaces lll z ... l~ with h(l l ,  12,... , l~) and let 
An+2 =/(An+t).  Let P~+~ = P2 u (h(/1, l 2 ..... /~): ~ --~ fl} 
L' ---- L V {h(/1 , l~ ,...,/~)} 
L' G.+~ = (v, I , . , / ' .+~,  ) 
-~n+2 = (G,+2, A,+2). Then L(.~n+2) = L(.~,+I) and A,+~ C_ C(Gn+2). The 
argument is analogous to that in step 3. 
Changing notation, set L = L', P~ = P~+z, Gn+l = G~+~, A,+ 1 = A~+~, 
-~+x = -~n+~ and B = B --  {lxl2.." It}. GO TO LABL3. 
Step 5. Consider all strings of the form lll ~ such that 
~ ~ ~ ~ x ~,[3e V, xC V. 
11 12 
For each such string define a new label and a new production h(ll,/~): ~ --~ x. As in 
step 4, let P,,+a be, Pn+z union the new productions introduced, and let G,~+3 = 
(V, l ,  ~, Pn+a ,L") where, L" = L' union the new labels introduced. Let An+ 3 be 
obtained from A~+ 2 by a gsm mapping f which replaces each lll ~ with h(l l ,  12). Then 
as above L(-,~n+a) = L(-~n+2) and An+a C_ C(Gn+3). 
Step 6. Consider all strings of the from lll 2 such that 
~ xfly ~ xy ~, f l~ V ,x ,y~Z*  
11 12 
xy ~E.  
For each such string define a new label and a new production h(lt,/2): ~ --~ xy. Let 
P,~+4 be, P,~+3 union the new productions introduced, and let 
G~+4 = (V, 27, a, P,~+4, L") where L" = L" 
union the new labels introduced. Let An+ 4 be obtained from A~+ aby a gsm mapping 
f which replaces each lfl2 with h(l l ,  12). Then as above L ( .~+a)= L(.~,~+3 ) and 
An+ a C C(Gn+4). 
Step 7. Consider all strings of the from lll 2 such that 
o~ ~q xfly ~ xwy o~, fl ~ V xwy ~ 27* 
xy @ ~, w v~ E. 
For each such string define a new label and a new production h(/1,/z): a -+ xwy. 
Let P-+5 be, Pn+4 union the new productions introduced and let 
Gn+ 5 = (V, 27, (r, Pn+5 , L"') where L"' = L" 
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union the new labels introduced. Let A,~+s be obtained from A,-~ by a gsm mapping 
which replaces lll z with h(ll, 12). Then as above L(-~,,+5 ) =L(.~,,+,) and 
A.+5 c_ c(a~+~). 
Step 8. Let P '=  P,~+~ minus all production of the form h a ~ x where 
x e V u /7  u {E}. That is remove such productions and let A' =f(A,+6) , where 
f ( l )  = {e} if h a--* x is a removed production and f ( l )=  {l} otherwise. Let 
G' = (V, Z, o, P',L"') and A' = f(A~+s). Let .T ----- (G', A'). Because the removed 
productions could not be used in a derivation controlled by a string in A' we have 
proven the theorem and 
L(.T) = L(.~) -- (27 u {,}). II 
THEOREM 2. Let .~ = (G, A) be a controlled grammar where G is linear with 
strictly length-increasing rules and A is context-sensitive control. Then L(.~) is context 
sensitive. 
Proof. Let 
G ---- (V, 27, s e, P ,L )  
A = (W,L, ,~, 9) 
and assume V, Z, W, L are mutually disjoint. Let 0 be a new symbol and define the 
context sensitive grammar H = (Vu  WuL w {0}, 27, 0, R) where R is defined as 
follows. 
0 ~ ~:~ e R, if ~: is the start symbol of G 
a is the start symbol of A; 
e---~uER, if e-+ueQ;  
fil--+ v e R, if l: fi --~ v e P; 
al---~laeR, if ae2,1eL ;  
claim L(.~) = L(H). 
Let x e L(.~) then, 
=~ U 1 .=~ U 2 ::~ " ' "  :=~ U n ~ X 
11 12 13 In 
where 1112"'" In e A. Hence ~ *~ Ills... l,~. But then in H, we can simulate the given 
derivation of .~ by using productions of type al --~ la as follows. 
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o &  lltll..-- I. 
udd..., l. 
ud3 "'" l .  
U n =X;  
hence x eL(H).  
Conversely, let x eL(H).  Then 8 => {:~ *=> x e Z'*. Since the productions of the 
form ~ --+ u e R where ~ --+ u e Q are independent of the remaining types, one may 
reorder the steps of the above derivation to obtain an equivalent derivation of the form 
0 :~ ~c, *~ ~lll~...1 . *=> x. 
By the nature of the productions it is not hard to see that ~ *~qq...z, x hence x ~L(.~). 
I 
]'.EMMA 7. For each i = O, 1, 2,..., ~ is contained in the family of context-sensitive 
languages. 
Proof. The lemma is clear for Lfo, since .W o is the family of context-free languages. 
Assume the lemma for all i ~< io and let L(.~) E .LPio+l. Then .~ = (G, A) where G 
is labeled linear and A e Lfq. By the normal form theorem we may assume G has 
strictly length increasing rules. By the inductive hypothesis A is context sensitive. 
Hence by the previous theorem L(.~) is context sensitive. | 
The following example will be used in what follows. 
EXAMPLE 2.  
That is, 
For each i = 0, 1, 2,.... Let 
L i = {anqancza"% "" a"c2i+l }n ~ 0}. 
Lo = {anqa"c~ ] n >~ 0} 
1,1 = {a"qa"c2a"cza"q l n >~ 0} 
L2 = {a'~caa"ceanc3a"c4a"qanc6ancTa"c8 l n >/0} 
Then L i e ~.  
To see this, let Zoo be defined by the grammar 
O" ~ O~C 2
O~ ----)- C1 . 
Clearly L o = Loo = {anqa"c~ ] n >/O) c ~o . 
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Assume Li c LPt, V0 ~< i ~< io, then #Lio c ..cg~ . Let Loq be defined by the labeled 
linear grammar 
: 17 - -~ o'C2(to+2 ) 
a : 6 --> aoa, 
cj : u -* cj~c~%+~)_j, Vj = 1,..., 2 i~ -- 1, 
C2to+ z : O" -->- C2to+ t . 
Clearly Lq+ z = L(.~) where .~ = (Loi ~ , #Lio). Hence Lio+t ~ .La~o+ I . I 
The following theorem shows the geometric kinship between the context-free 
family and the remaining families .o~. 
Trmol~M 3. For each i = O, 1, 2,..., if L(.~)~ .o~i, there exists natural numbers 
p, q depending on L(.~) such that if  z ~ L(.~) and [ z I > P, then 
2 t 
Z = H U jV jWjx~y j ,  
2 t 
I-I vjxj ~ ,, 
j= l  
2 i 
[ n 1 <,, 
j= l  
2 t 
~" ~ = 1-I u~v?wjx?y~ e L(.~), Vh = O, 1, 2,..., 
j=t 
where I-I denotes concatenation and the two bars I I denote length. 
Proof. The theorem is well known for the context-free family. This starts 
induction. Thus assume the result for all 0 ~< i ~< i0 and let L(.~) e ~o+1, where 
.~ = (G, A). By the normal form theorem assume that G has strictly length-increasing 
rules. Furthermore, assume A C_ C(G), the derivational complexity of G, for otherwise 
replace A by A n C(G). Since ~o.o is closed under intersection with a regular set, and 
A e L#i ~ we still have A C~ C(G) c ~'o" Thus the assumption A C C(G) is justified. 
Let pq,  qi ~ be natural numbers associated with the inductive hypothesis for A. 
Let G = (V, Z', a, P, L) and let 
oJ(P) = maximum{I u [ [ (I: v --* u) c P}. 
Choose 
P~o+~ > P~o~ 
q~o+l > q~o~ 
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Let z ~ L(.~) such that I z t > Pio+~, then o *~ z e 27* where ~r e A. Since I z [ > Pio+ 1 
we have 
l z l  Pio q- 1 pioo~(P) 
I ~r l ~ ~ > r > ~(P~ = P'o" 
Hence, by the induction hypothesis for A, 
2~o 
r l r  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 77" 
2to 
YI (2) (~) ~'~ rr  =~ ~, 
~ffil 
2to 
[ I~ (2) (3) (4) ~r~ ~r~ ~r~ <~ qi ~ ,
and 
2to 
IIT-T (i)., (2),~ (3)~ (4),~ z.ts)j A, "~Tk. 
Thus we have 
I I 1 " I  "I 
ulu2~2u2u- ~ 
2 2 --$ $ $ 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
~r2tO1r2tOqr2iOn2tO~r2i 0 
Vk = O, 1, 2,.... 
-- m _ 
UlU 2 "'" ~/2toU2t0 "'" U2U 1 9 
Now expanding further each indicated segment of the above derivation, we have 
o.,._i ~ A,.) (,.)~(,.) ~. A,.)A,.) (,.)~(r);(r) 
[1 0~1 [1 g l  l:2 0~2 ~2 [1 
@1) 7r(2) 
~(,.)-(,.)-(,.) (,.)~(r);(,.);(r) 
~1 I2 ~3 0~3 [3 [2 ~1 
@a) 
*=~ ~(,.)~(,.L(,.L(,.) (,.)~(,.)~(r)~(,.)~(,.) 
[1 [2 [3 [4 0~4 [4 ~3 [2 [1 
~4) 
~r ~(,.)~(r)~(r)l(rL(r) ~(,.)i(,.)~(,.)z(,.)z(,.) 
~I ~2 t3 ~4 Z50",.~5 g4 t3 t2 [1 
@5) 
UrCYrU r , 
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for all r = 1,..., 2'0, where it is understood that a o = a, 
~i  o = fro 
Now since A C_ C(G) every control string in A derives an acceptable string in L(.~). 
Hence when ~r~ ), ~r~ 4)iterate we still have acceptable strings inL(.~). Since the grammar 
G is linear, implying the existence of a single variable in each sentential form (except 
the last) and since ~r~ 2), ~r~ ) do iterate, this imposes the relations 
~i ~) : ~) ,  
for all r = 1, 2,..., 2 ~~ 
This allows the derivations to proceed after iteration as they did before iteration. 
Thus we conclude 
2*0 . 2z0--1 
Z = (]-'[I 1 ~l+(r)'(r)§ ~3 ~4 ~5 ] ,  ~ ]-[~ ts-(2i~176176176176 t3 t2 tl 
r=l " s=O 
and because rr~ e A C_ C(G) that 
= t 1 (t 2 ) t 3 (t 4 ) concatenated with 
r=l 
-(2~o-s) ~(2io-s) k-(2to-s) 
8=0 
is in L(.~) for all k = 0, 1, 2,.... 
Since T-[~~ ~(2)~,r :~ 9 and since we are assuming nontrivial rules in G, it xXj~l --j --j 
immediately follows 
( ~ (~.) 0.) 2/~ -(2'0--,~)-(2'0_8) 
since, also 
It is clear that 
2to 
7Tj 7rj 7rj ~ qto" 
j=l 
2to 2io--1 
which is less than qio+ 1. 
Now a simple change of notation completes the induction and proves the theorem. 
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The following is the central result of this paper. 
THE HIERARCHY THEOREM. I f  o~ is the family of context-free languages and CSe 
is the family of context-sensitive languages then 
That is, all inclusions are proper. 
Proof. We have already established that we do have inclusions. It remains to show 
that these are proper. 
Let B = {a ~ I P is a prime}. It is known that B ~ CS: and by the previous theorem 
B ~ ~ Vi = 0, 1, 2,.... The argument being the same as that used in showing B 
is not context free, by the use of the pumping lemma for the context free family. 
Let L~ = {anqa~c2a~cs ... anc2~+t [ n >/0}, then by the preceding example L~ ~ 
for all i = 0, 1, 2,.... To show Li 6 ~-1  for all i = 1, 2, 3,..., we use the previous 
theorem. If Li 6 .~at_ 1 then we can pump nontrivially within 2 i-1 bounded segments. 
By choosing n large enough, we can force each of these bounded segments to be 
contained within a substring of the from a~cja ~. Hence at most 2~-1c/s can be involved, 
thus affecting at most 2 i a"'s. Since we have 2~+la~'s some a"'s will not be changed. 
Thus, we arrive at a contradiction since we can pump nonempty segments within some 
a~'s while leaving others unchanged, thereby introducing unacceptable words in Lt .  
This shows Li ~ ~-1  and completes the proof of the hierarchy theorem. | 
Finally we mention the following results which are consequences of the "uvwxy" 
theorem. These will be listed without proofs since the results and proofs are entirely 
analogous to those given within the family of context-free languages ( ee, for example, 
[5, p. 59] or [4, p. 86]). 
Within the hierarchy we have: 
(1) The membership problem is solvable (consequence of context sensitivity); 
(2) the finiteness, infinity, emptiness problems are solvable; 
(3) every language on a one symbol alphabet is regular. 
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